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1.0 Introduction
lectricity supply industry is in the throes of significant
change. Competition is the buzz word to-day accompanied
with major changes that are taking place. For example,
eighteen states with more than half of the total population

of US have already committed to implement their version of customer
choice. In Canada, the province of Alberta is the most advanced with a
power pool already operating for the past few years and the province of
Ontario well advanced to deregulating its electric utility business.

Although each jurisdiction has its own approach to privatization and
de-regulation, it would be fair to say that at present only the generation
is de-regulated and privatized. Except for a few large industrial custom-
ers, in general the individual customers at the distribution level still
have no choice. Alberta is poised to deregulate distribution at the
advent of the 21st century, i.e. Jan. 1, 2001. The third element, trans-
mission grid, is mostly still regulated because of the overwhelming
reliability concerns.

2.0 Traditional Structure
Due to political, territorial or geographical reasons, individual power
systems evolved independently, but economic and technical reasons
imposed the need for interconnections. As such they now constitute
building blocks of interconnected power systems.

Although evolved primarily on the basis of need and good engineering
practice, and not consciously designed using hierarchical system the-
ory, vertically integrated utilities have developed into hierarchical
systems. In a typical large interconnected power system, superpools,
pools, areas, power stations, sub-stations and individual units can be
identified as the individual levels of a typical hierarchical structure.

In such systems, policies are set at the executive level of the system
management which may be called the self-organizing layer of control.
This level involves a multi-disciplinary approach and is supremal to the
other levels. A policy set at the executive level is translated into a set of
goals and objectives to be achieved at the various structural levels of
the power system. Achievement of these goals requires a well-defined
strategy implemented in a set of controls corresponding to each struc-
tural layer of the power system.

In general, in interconnected power systems, generating units receive
commands from area controllers which, in turn, may be controlled by
pool computers (controllers) and so on. Controls are used to achieve
collectively, as closely as possible, a predetermined performance from
the integrated system. Thus, in parallel with the hierarchical structural
levels of the power system, one can distinguish different control levels.

In the vertically integrated utilities a cohesive structure exists within
one organization to oversee and perform all control functions. Of-
course, there is enough interaction with other surrounding utilities to
which the particular utility is interconnected. Adjectives such as, regu-
lated, monopolistic, inefficient, started to be attached to this traditional
structure. However, whatever the objectives, one overriding consider-
ation in the operation of such utilities was the reliability of electricity
supply to its customers.

Power systems are subject to a broad class of disturbances ranging from
switching surges to changes in policies. Changes in policies can affect
the interconnected system operation on a long term basis. Earlier the
policies were set at the executive level of the system management, but
now many of these policies are being set in response to economic and
political trends.
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Major restructuring of the electric utility industry driven by eco-
nomics and open competition is in progress in various parts of the
world. Although it is well advanced in a number of countries, it is
relatively new in North America. How the reliability of electricity
supply in a deregulated environment may be affected is still
unknown. Some control aspects to improve reliability are outlined.

3.0 Restructuring
The main incentive for restructuring is the introduction of competition
through privatization and the economic benefits that competition
between the resulting companies will bring. The major step in this pro-
cess is the devolution of the vertically integrated utilities into three
independent components, i.e. generation, transmission and distribution
companies. This is resulting in the introduction of competition in gener-
ation, permitting open access to the transmission and distribution grid,
and the introduction of retail competition.

Much attention is being devoted to the marketing aspects of the restruc-
tured electric supply industry. Words such as revolutionary, challenging,
evolving, exciting, risky, etc. are being used to describe the electricity
industry. Although the talk is of spot markets, forward contracts, direct
sales agreements, power purchase agreements, contracts for differences,
etc., very little attention is being paid to the effects such a change may
have on the technical and operational aspects of electricity supply.

The objective of devolution is that the three major components compris-
ing the devolved power system be individually owned and operated by:

• the generator, existing utility generator or an independent power
producer,

• transmission facility owners, and
• distribution system companies.

The function of the generator and distributor is quite obvious, i.e. to bid
respectively for the supply and purchase of electric energy through some
kind of a Power Exchange. Contracts for the supply and purchase of
energy are fulfilled with the help of a transmission facility owner who is
responsible for the operation & maintenance of the transmission system.

In addition, now there will be a separate structure to administer the mar-
keting aspects. It will generally consist of:

• a system administrator (under various names) to administrator the
electrical energy market,

• system controller (scheduling coordinator) as the real-time manager
of electrical energy network operation,
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• a transmission administrator to ensure that all and sundry have
open, non-discriminatory access to the grid. The transmission
administrator also contracts the services of the transmission facility
owner for the fulfillment of the energy supply purchase contracts.

As before, the ultimate aim is to ensure grid reliability. These various
entities have to:

• schedule power flow over the grid,
• dispatch energy as per a pre-determined merit order,
• manage transmission congestion or any other constraints,
• manage market information flow to market participants,
• carry out financial settlements and account keeping,
• dispatch and manage support services.

Other marketing related functions include:

• contracts with transmission owners to provide services,
• tariff preparation,
• management of and payment for transmission

losses, and operation related functions such as:
- voltage and VAr dispatch,
- establishment of standards for transmission 
system operation,
- system security through network monitor-
ing, and
- directing system operation.

4.0 Management And Control Under Restructured 
Scenario

Under any scenario, whether the vertically integrated utilities intercon-
nected through pools, or in the deregulated environment, power system
still has to be managed properly. The primary functions of the power
management system are the system dispatch functions and network
security functions.

The dispatch functions include automatic generation control (AGC),
generation schedule and dispatch with the desired merit order.

The network security functions include network topology processor,
state estimation, security and stability validation, optimal power flow,
dispatcher power flow and network security sensitivity calculations.

4.1 Automatic Generation Control

In some parts of the US, particularly California, power management is
done through the existing area control centers. After some initial experi-
mentation, the AGC functions are now being performed on a system
wide basis and dispatch functions are sent to the generating units via
Area Control Centers thereby utilizing a centralized generation control.
This centralized AGC process is the interface with the scheduling appli-
cations by which process the supplementary energy bids and auxiliary
services in support of the AGC function can also be calculated.

4.2 Voltage Control

In the deregulated environment power is traded through an open com-
modity market known as the pool, and the generators have no obligation
to supply. At the same time they have to compete for business and have
no assurance of market share. Thus the generators may come and go.
From the system perspective this results in a continuously changing pro-
file of power generation and reactive power support. This could
adversely affect voltage at critical points within the system.

In the regulated industry, the utilities were obliged to maintain power
system operation both in respect of meeting the load requirements and
voltage profile. Any potential security problems could be identified well
ahead of time and measures taken to obviate these problems. Automati-
cally controlling the transmission network voltage is more effective than
controlling the generator terminal voltage. Thus a utility could provide
voltage support along transmission paths to improve synchronous
stability.

Under the new structure, the system administrator does not control gen-
eration nor can it install reactive power equipment at appropriate
locations so quickly. Such a situation will require ingenious solutions,
e.g. relocatable VAr sources, etc.

4.3 Transmission Congestion

Transmission plays a key role in opening markets to competition. It pro-
vides the means to broaden and strengthen competitive generation
markets. No amount of competition in generation will bring to the con-
sumer the benefits of privatization unless a robust transmission system
exists that can allow distant generators to enter the high priced market
and add to the market power of local generating incumbents [2].

Transmission can function as a pipeline or as a bottleneck. The trans-
mission operator, too, plays a vital role in maintaining grid reliability.
Current operating practices are based on reliability criteria that were
established in response to certain events in the 1960s. For example, one

commonly accepted safety criterion requires that the
system continue to run even if one major part such
as a critical transmission line or the largest genera-
tor is lost. This may require re-examination or the
operator may achieve reliability by adopting other
strategies to run the network more effectively.

Unless something is done to reduce congestion or
increase transmission capacity, there is always the possibility of more
blackouts like the two Pacific Coast blackouts of 1996 [4] and the June
1998 price hikes. Transmission congestion management is becoming a
major problem in system operation in the deregulated environment.
Most solutions proposed in the literature to alleviate this problem seem
to concentrate on rescheduling the power flow using some kind of eco-
nomic incentives or economic penalty approaches. Those who believe
that network congestion will be relieved through economics instead of
command and control are either oblivious of or ignore the alternative
that control can play a very important role in increasing the capacity of
the transmission grid and reduce transmission congestion.

One key point will be to enable the system to operate closer to the limit.
This requires system monitoring and development of appropriate con-
trols. Power carrying capacity of individual transmission lines can be
increased by installing FACTS devices, a family of electronic control-
lers. They offer the added advantage of improving overall system
reliability by reacting almost instantaneously to disturbances. Using
FACTS devices, system operator will be able to dispatch transmission
capacity and facilitate open access.

5.0 Problems And Concerns
In an article titled “Keeping the lights ON”, the authors state that
“maintaining reliable grids in a deregulated power industry will get
harder, as temptations to cut corners multiply” [3]. They further
describe the paramount concerns within the industry as:

• “Market economics would define the optimal cost/benefit trade-off
that determines how system reliability is maintained and provided.

• Voluntary cooperation between utilities and integrated planning
would disappear.

• Voluntary compliance with reliability issues would be lacking to
the detriment of the global network.

• Open access would lead to multiple transactions, system overloads
and operational difficulties”.

5.1 Transmission Capacity

Technical problems arising from deregulation are chiefly related to
transmission reliability in complex networks. Transmission capacity,
already squeezed due to various factors, must now meet the new
demands created by open access and deregulation. These demands con-
sist of power flows for which transmission systems were not designed,
arising from both open access and siting of new generation with little
concern for transmission requirements [1].

Transmission can 
function as a pipeline 
or as a bottleneck.
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Linked to this are the unit commitment and dispatch that are normally
based on a computer model that minimizes production cost assuming
that bids represent cost. The dispatch may be further modified on
account of transmission constraints.

5.2 Coordination

One significant lesson that came out of the two major blackouts of July
and August 1996 in the Pacific Northwest was the need, in the event of
a disturbance, for a close coordination between the utilities, energy trad-
ers, generation operators and transmission operators. It is feared that
such coordination may be limited under the competitive environment.
Because of the lack of such coordination, controls for load shedding,
etc. could not be implemented properly thereby resulting in the uncon-
trolled splitting of the entire interconnected system into four islands on
August 10, 1996 and interruption of service to 7.5 million customers for
periods ranging from several minutes to nearly six hours. Frequency in
certain islands dropped to below 59.0 Hz for 20 minutes and below 60
Hz for over an hour. Such coordination is essential for the coordination
of under frequency load shedding, load restoration, controlled islanding
and establishment of criteria for multiple contingencies and relay
failures.

5.3 Dispersed Generation

In the past utilities typically developed large central generating sta-
tions. Evolution of the grid under the restructured deregulated
environment is resulting in the tying to the grid of a large number of
independent generators. The pattern is not a totally uniform dispersion.
Safety and reliability issues will go up as more of these come on line.
There is also the problem of getting the power to go where and when it
is required. Unscheduled power flows include loop flow on neighbor-
ing transmission systems and inadvertent interchange between
neighboring systems. This will of-course require certain performance
requirements from excitation and governor systems.

6.0 Concluding Remarks
Restructuring of electric utility industry in North America is still rela-
tively new with limited experience to date. Generation only is de-
regulated initially. Since it is a common carrier of electric energy, a
number of schemes for transmission system, like the distribution sys-
tem, remaining in the regulated mode are being considered.

At present the major focus is to operate the system from an economic
perspective and solve the various problems by economic disincentives
or economic penalties. Very little attention has been paid to use control
to remedy the problems encountered. Some recent incidents have dem-
onstrated that there is a need to develop new ways to increase system
reliability. Some actions aimed at increasing the reliability include:

• better communication and coordination among generators and the
system controllers,

• creation of new markets which provide incentives to industrial cus-
tomers for dropping loads.

Reliability issues in a competitive market can be mind boggling. Intro-
duction of a competitive market is synonymous with buying and selling
electricity and services. Reliability issues can be handled better by inte-
grating the buying and selling with the physics of the network.

There is a scope for development of control techniques using new tech-
nologies to solve problems that may develop as deregulation spreads
and electricity markets mature.
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